Parks, Recreation and Culture

Join Victor for Karate
Before you begin get your:
 water
Always start your workout kneeing down on the floor in SEIZA position with your eyes closed. This is
a posture of meditation controlling your breathing inhaling through your nose and exhaling through
your mouth, while clearing your mind.

Warm Up
1.

10 jumping jacks, push-ups and squats;

2.

10 knee raises up to your chest (each side);

3.

10 leg raises up to your head without bending your knee (each side);

4.

10 lateral leg raises (each side);

5.

10 kick-backs with your leg straight (10 each leg);

6.

neck muscles, up and down (chin up, chin down) and side to side (10 reps each);

7.

ear to shoulder, 10 reps (each side);

8.

head rotation (5 clockwise, 5 counter clockwise);

9.

shoulder rotation forward and backwards, 10 reps;

10. shoulders up and down, 10 reps;
11. upper body rotation (hips facing forward, rotate upper body to each side as much as you
can), 10 reps;
12. hip rotation - large circle (10 clockwise, 10 counter clockwise);
13. hips side to side, 10 reps each side;
14. and knee rotations - feet together, bend your knees holding with hands (10 clockwise, 10
counter clockwise).
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Stances
If the body lacks balance and stability, offensive and defensive techniques will be ineffective, stances
are concerned with the position of the lower body as the upper body must be settled on the stance
keeping the body perpendicular to the ground and delivering the attack just before contact. These
requirements are necessary for a good stance:





Good balance applying offensive and defensive moves
Move hips smoothly when executing techniques
Apply techniques with the greatest possible speed that is going to create the power
Make sure that muscles you use in your defensive and attack movements work together in a
synchronized way

Hold each stance only till it feels unbalanced for up to 1 minute.
1.

Front Stance (ZENKUTSU DACHI)

2.

Back Stance (KOKUTSU DACHI)

3.

Straddle Leg Stance (KIBA DACHI)

Kicking Techniques
Perform each technique for 10 repetitions.
1.

KERI: Peculiar to karate, if mastered can have a more powerful effect than hands, but these
techniques require more time and effort to learn, balance is of primary importance:

2.

Front Kick (MAE GERI):
a. KEAGE (snapping action):
b. KEKOMI (thrusting action):

3.

Side Kick: the method of bending the knee in the sidekick is almost the same as in the front
kick but there are important points to follow that relate to this way of kicking.

4.

Round Kick (MAWASHI GERI):

5.

Rear Leg Kick (USHIRO ASHI GERI):
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Striking Techniques
Focus on strengthening hands and feet; perform each technique for 10 repetitions.
1.

Punching (Oi tsuki):

2.

Reverse Punch (GYAKU ZUKI):
a. Punch with the hand located opposite to the forward leg
b. This punching action can be applied in the following ways:
		 • Alternate Punching (REN ZUKI
		 • Consecutive Punching (DAN ZUKI)
		 •
		 •
		 •
		 •
		 •
		 •
		 •
		 •
		 •
		 •

Double fist punch (MOROTE ZUKI)
Vertical Fist Punch (TATE ZUKI)
Rising Puch (AGE ZUKI)
Close Punch (URA ZUKI)
Roundhouse Punch (MAWASHI ZUKI)
Hook Punch (MAWASHI ZUKI)
Wide U Punch (YAMA ZUKI)
U Punch (AWASE ZUKI)
Parallel Punch (HEIKO ZUKI)
Scissors Punch (HASAMI ZUKI)

Cool Down
Cooling down we finish our workout kneeing down on the floor in SEIZA with your eyes closed,
controlling your breathing inhaling through your nose and exhaling through your mouth, while
clearing your mind ensuring your heart rate comes down for the end of the workout.
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